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Humans and many animals analyze sensory information to estimate
quantities that guide behavior and decisions. These quantities
include numerosity (object number) and object size. Having recently
demonstrated topographic maps of numerosity, we ask whether
the brain also contains maps of object size. Using ultra-high-field
(7T) functional MRI and population receptive field modeling, we
describe tuned responses to visual object size in bilateral human
posterior parietal cortex. Tuning follows linear Gaussian functions
and shows surround suppression, and tuning width narrows with
increasing preferred object size. Object size-tuned responses are
organized in bilateral topographic maps, with similar cortical
extents responding to large and small objects. These properties
of object size tuning and map organization all differ from the
numerosity representation, suggesting that object size and numer-
osity tuning result from distinct mechanisms. However, their maps
largely overlap and object size preferences correlate with numer-
osity preferences, suggesting associated representations of these
two quantities. Object size preferences here show no discernable
relation to visual position preferences found in visuospatial re-
ceptive fields. As such, object size maps (much like numerosity
maps) do not reflect sensory organ structure but instead emerge
within the brain. We speculate that, as in sensory processing,
optimization of cognitive processing using topographic maps may
be a common organizing principle in association cortex. Interactions
between object size and numerosity maps may associate cognitive
representations of these related features, potentially allowing
consideration of both quantities together when making decisions.
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Humans and animals share a sense of numerosity (object
number) that guides behavior and decisions (1, 2), for example

choosing numerous objects when foraging or shopping. As such,
numbers and numerical processing are fundamental to cognitive
neuroscience and are linked to mathematics, value judgments, and
economics (1, 3). Because aspects of numerosity perception
mirror primary sensory perception, it has been referred to as a
“number sense” (4). However, another theory (5) sees numerosity
as one aspect of a more generalized quantity system. Here we in-
vestigate the representation of another quantity: object size.
Behaviorally, object size and numerosity perception interfere

with each other (6). At the neural level, single neurons in ma-
caque parietal cortex can be tuned to numerosity (7), line length
(a measure of object size), or both (8). However, it is unclear
whether numerosity and object size preferences are related, ei-
ther in the same neurons or in nearby neurons (8). Using human
neuroimaging, we have shown that numerosity-tuned neural
populations in human posterior parietal lobe are topographically
organized (9): Similar numerosity preferences are grouped to-
gether, changing gradually across the cortical surface. Visual fea-
tures of the presented stimuli affect numerosity preferences, which
may reflect preferences for particular object sizes (9, 10).

Here we ask whether object size-tuned responses are found in
the same area, whether these are topographically organized, and
how tuning and organization relate to representations of numer-
osity and visual space in the same area. We find topographically
organized object size-tuned responses that largely overlap with
numerosity maps and show correlated tuning preferences. How-
ever, many differences between object size and numerosity tuning
and map organization suggest that responses arise from distinct
mechanisms.
These intermingled neuronal representations of object number

and size may allow generalization and abstraction in quantity
processing and consideration of related quantities when making
decisions. Optimization of cognitive processing using topographic
maps may be a common organizing principle in association cortex,
particularly in quantity processing, as it is in sensory processing.

Materials and Methods
We showed a single object (a circle) whose size varied systematically within a
7T functional (f)MRI scan (Fig. 1A, Fig. 1C, Top, and SI Materials and Meth-
ods). We recorded responses to two different stimulus sets on different days.
The first (“variable step”) allowed any object placement where the entire
object lay within 0.75° of fixation. Here, larger objects had a more limited
range of possible positions, and so took smaller average steps between
consecutive placements (Fig. 1A). The second condition (“constant step”)
always used the same step length between consecutive object locations, in
random directions. These two conditions gave very similar responses, dem-
onstrating repeatability, and are averaged for most analyses. Subjects
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reported when objects were shown in white rather than black (10% of
presentations, mean performance 89% correct). No object size judgments
were required. Written informed consent was obtained before every scan-
ning session. All experimental procedures were approved by the ethics
committee of University Medical Center Utrecht.

Results
Neural Populations in Parietal Cortex Are Tuned to Object Size. These
stimuli elicited very different fMRI responses at different re-
cording sites (Fig. 1C), which we summarize using object size-
tuned population receptive field (pRF) models (Fig. 1 B–D and
SI Materials and Methods) (9, 11, 12). We fit object size tuning as
linear difference of Gaussian (DoG) functions that include be-
low-baseline suppressive surround responses. These explained
more response variance than logarithmic Gaussian functions
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P < 10−10) or one-Gaussian func-
tions without suppressive surrounds (P < 10−10) (Fig. 1 E and F
and Fig. S1A) using twofold cross-validation. Nevertheless, our
results do not depend greatly on the tuning model chosen.
Object size tuning models summarize the fMRI responses seen

using three parameters: (i) preferred object size, (ii) tuning width,
and (iii) width of the suppressive surround. They explained the
recorded responses well (mean R2 = 0.59, median R2 = 0.59, P =
0.0016 after false discovery rate correction) in the posterior pari-
etal area surrounding the previously described numerosity map
(9). We only examine tuning properties of recording points with
preferred object sizes within the stimulus range. Here, response
amplitude decreases on both sides of the preferred object size,
demonstrating tuned responses. Recording points with preferred
object sizes outside the stimulus range monotonically increase or

decrease their response as we move through the range of object
sizes, with no clear evidence of tuning.
Because a circle’s area is proportional to its diameter squared,

we compare fits from tuning models in linear (diameter, radius,
or circumference) and squared (area) space. Tuning functions in
linear space explain more response variance than those in square
space (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, P < 10−10).
Because all objects had the same contrast, display luminance

covaried with object size. To distinguish tuning for object size and
luminance, we used a control stimulus where the luminance of the
object size stimulus was distributed evenly across the largest
object in the stimulus set. Responses differed considerably from
responses to object size varying stimuli (Fig. S2), so object size-
tuned responses do not reflect responses to display luminance.

Topographic Maps of Object Size.We projected each recording site’s
preferred object size onto the cortical surface around the pre-
viously identified numerosity map (SI Materials and Methods) (9).
This revealed orderly topographic object size preference maps
(Fig. 2A and Figs. S3 and S4). These were consistently found in
similar locations bilaterally on the medial superior parietal lobule
(Fig. 2D), centered at mean (SD) Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) x,y,z coordinates −23 (4), −57 (6), 55 (9) and 23 (3), −60
(7), 59 (6) in the left and right hemispheres, respectively.
To quantify this organization, we sorted recording sites within

each hemisphere’s map by their cortical surface distance from
lines of the minimum and maximum object size preferences
found in that map. We plotted preferred object size against this
distance for each stimulus condition and their average (Fig. 2B
and Fig. S5). In all subjects, preferred object size increases
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Fig. 1. Stimuli and pRF modeling. (A) Example stimuli. Objects were placed either randomly or pseudorandomly to lie entirely within 0.75° of fixation. Using
purely random placements, smaller objects can take larger steps between consecutive placements (variable step condition). Therefore, we introduced a
condition where objects always made steps of the same length in random directions (constant step condition). These two conditions gave very similar re-
sponses. (B) pRF modeling procedure (9, 11). A candidate neural tuning model describes a tuning function of an fMRI recording site, characterized by a
preferred object size, tuning width, and suppressive surround width. Convolving the tuning model’s response amplitude with the time course of presented
object sizes and the hemodynamic response function (HRF) predicts the fMRI response for this tuning model. For each recording site, we find the best-fitting
tuning model parameters by minimizing the squared difference between the predicted fMRI response and the recorded data. (C) Two example fMRI time
courses from sites in right posterior parietal cortex, about 2 cm apart, elicited by the presented object size time course (Top). Points represent mean response
amplitudes; error bars represent the SE over repeated runs. In the Upper panel, the largest responses occur after presentation of small objects, whereas in the
Lower panel the largest responses occur for larger objects, considering the hemodynamic response delay. The tuning model predictions (colored lines) capture
over 75% of the variance (R2) in the time courses. BOLD, blood oxygen level-dependent. (D) The tuning models that explain the most variance in each time
course. The model describes a linear Gaussian tuning function with a suppressive surround, characterized by two parameters: preferred object size and tuning
width summarized by the function’s full width at half maximum (FWHM). Different tuning model parameters explain the different responses seen in C,
capturing similar amounts of variance. Dashed lines show the continuation of tuning functions outside the presented object size range. (E) Linear one-
Gaussian object size tuning models explain more response variance in most recording sites than logarithmic tuning models. Goodness of fit is evaluated by
twofold cross-validation. Comparisons of difference of Gaussian tuning models give similar results. (F) Linear DoG object size tuning models explain more
response variance in most recording sites than linear one-Gaussian models.
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significantly and repeatedly across both hemispheres’ cortical
surfaces, with similar object size preferences found in separate
scanning sessions.

Cortical Magnification and Tuning Widths. In these maps, preferred
object size increases approximately linearly along the cortical
surface (Fig. 2B and Fig. S5): Linear functions capture the var-
iance of size preferences with distance as well as more complex
logarithmic functions. Tuning widths for object size decrease as
preferred object size increases (Fig. 2C and Fig. S6).
As such, small object sizes are not overrepresented in compari-

son with larger sizes, neither by the larger cortical representations
nor by the smaller tuning widths seen in the representations of
small numerosities, central vision, sensitive somatosensory areas, or
dexterous motor areas. Nevertheless, there is a systematic re-
lationship between tuning width and preferred object size.

Relationship to Numerosity Tuning. We measured responses to
stimuli of varying numerosity in the same subjects as previously
described (SI Materials and Methods) (9). These yield very differ-
ent response time courses than stimuli of varying object size (Fig.
S1): The tuning functions that explain most response variance
differed considerably between numerosity- and object size-tuned
responses. First, object size tuning models describing linear
Gaussian functions explain more variance than those describing
logarithmic Gaussian functions (Fig. 1E). Conversely, numerosity
tuning models describing logarithmic Gaussian functions explain
more variance than those describing linear Gaussian functions (9).
Second, object size tuning models describing DoG functions ex-
plain more variance than single-Gaussian functions (Fig. 1F).
Conversely, numerosity-tuned models describing single-Gaussian
functions explain more variance than DoG functions (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, P < 10−10). So although we find both numerosity-
and object size-tuned responses, the underlying tuning functions
are quite different.

Relationship to Numerosity Maps and Visual Field Maps. We found to-
pographic organization of numerosity preferences as previously de-
scribed (9) (Fig. 3A). Numerosity maps were also consistently found
in similar locations bilaterally on the medial superior parietal lobule
(Fig. 2D), centered at mean (SD) MNI x,y,z coordinates of −26 (4),
−56 (6), 58 (8) and 22 (2), −61 (3), 60 (6) in the left and right
hemispheres, respectively. We quantify our previous finding that
numerosity maps were right-lateralized, with less-clear maps in the
left hemisphere (Fig. 3A and Fig. S7). In all subjects, both the rate of
change of numerosity preferences with cortical distance and the
interquartile range of numerosity preferences were greater in the
right hemisphere than the left (paired t tests, P = 0.023 and P =
0.006, respectively). For object size preferences, neither the rate of
change nor the interquartile range differed significantly between
hemispheres (P = 0.21 and P = 0.19). As such, numerosity maps are
significantly right-lateralized, whereas object size maps are similar in
both hemispheres.
Although object size and numerosity maps were not co-

extensive, they partially overlapped in each hemisphere (Fig. 2A
and Fig. 3A). Among recording sites within both maps, numer-
osity and size preferences are consistently positively correlated
(Fig. 3B and Fig. S8) in 9 of our 10 hemispheres (Pearson’s
correlation; Spearman’s rank correlation gave similar results).
Although smaller object size and numerosity preferences are
consistently associated, the ratio of these preferences differs
between hemispheres: Any object size is not consistently asso-
ciated with a particular numerosity.
The direction of greatest object size and numerosity preference

change (i.e., direction of map progression) also differed in many
hemispheres. In 7 of our 10 hemispheres, the direction of change
differed significantly more between object size and numerosity
maps than between numerosity maps measured in different ses-
sions. Here, object size preferences increased more posterior-to-
anterior than numerosity preferences. However, in the other
hemispheres, map directions were very similar.
We characterized the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) visual field

maps that partially overlap both object size and numerosity maps
(SI Materials and Methods) (9) (Fig. 3C and Fig. S9). Several
results distinguish object size and numerosity preferences from
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visuospatial preferences. (i) Object size- and numerosity-tuned
responses were not limited to the central visual field positions
where we presented their stimuli. (ii) Preferred object size is far
smaller than pRF size (σ) at the same sites (paired t test, P < 10−5
in each hemisphere). (iii) IPS visual field map borders did not
coincide with object size or numerosity map borders (Fig. 3C). (iv)
Visual field map positions relative to object size and numerosity
maps varied considerably between subjects and hemispheres. (v)
Among recording sites within both visual field maps and object size
or numerosity maps, neither object size nor numerosity preferences
were consistently correlated with visuospatial pRF size or eccen-
tricity (Fig. 3D and Fig. S10). However, in the same recording sites,
both pRF size and eccentricity are consistently correlated between
complementary halves of the visual field mapping data (P < 0.01 in
9/10 and 8/10 hemispheres, respectively), demonstrating sufficient
data quality to reveal correlations here. (vi) Tuning models fit to the
presented visual field positions predict responses to our object
size stimuli poorly (Fig. S11). As such, object size and numerosity
preferences here are not associated with visual field position
preferences, pRF sizes, or visual field map locations.

Discussion
We find object size-tuned responses in fMRI recording sites in
bilateral human posterior parietal cortex. These show that sur-
round suppression and tuning widths decrease as preferred ob-
ject size increases. Object size-tuned neural populations form

bilateral topographic maps: Object size preferences progress
gradually and approximately linearly across the cortical surface.
We characterize numerosity tuning and maps in the same subjects
(9). These overlap largely but not completely with the object size
maps. Many properties of object size and numerosity representa-
tions differ, suggesting they result from distinct mechanisms.
However, object size and numerosity preferences were correlated
among recording sites within both maps. Although IPS visual field
maps partially overlapped with object size and numerosity maps,
neither visual field eccentricity nor pRF size correlated with pre-
ferred object size or numerosity. As such, this object size tuning is
separated from visual field map structure, so its topographic or-
ganization emerges within the brain. Object size representations
are instead associated with numerosity representations, suggesting
that neural processing generalizes across quantities.

Differences Between Object Size and Numerosity Representations.
Despite similarities between representations of object size and
numerosity, we find many differences in both tuning and cortical
organization. First, object size tuning is better-described by linear
Gaussian functions, whereas logarithmic Gaussian functions char-
acterize numerosity tuning (7, 9, 13–15). Second, object size tuning
widths decrease as preferred object size increases. This contrasts
with numerosity tuning widths, which increase with increasing
preferred numerosity (7, 9, 14).
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object size and numerosity maps. Object size- and numerosity-tuned responses were not limited to the central visual field positions where their stimuli were
presented. Visual field map borders did not coincide with object size or numerosity map borders. (D) Among the fewer recording sites that lie in both visual
field maps and object size or numerosity maps, neither object size nor numerosity preferences were correlated with pRF eccentricity or pRF size.
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What is the functional significance of these differences? Loga-
rithmic numerosity tuning functions have long tails that carry some
information about high numerosities, although numerosity pref-
erences above five are rarely seen (9, 15). Object size tuning
narrows as preferred size increases, bringing all responses to zero
at the top of the presented size range (Fig. 4). Modeled tuning
functions can also extend below zero, predicting responses to
negative object sizes, which cannot exist. More likely, presenting
no object (i.e., zero size) produces no response, truncating the
tuning function at zero. So, object size tuning functions seem to be
limited at both ends of the presented size range, suggesting that
tuning properties might change if different size ranges were pre-
sented. Such adaptability may allow us to process a broader range
of sizes, much like logarithmic tuning functions increase the ef-
fective range of numerosity processing.
A third difference is that object size preferences change ap-

proximately linearly with cortical distance, whereas numerosity
preferences change more gradually for small numerosities (9).
These first three properties of the numerosity representation
likely underlie better discriminability of small than large numer-
osities (14, 15). The properties of the object size representation
differ considerably from those of the numerosity representation,
suggesting that small object sizes may not be far more discrimi-
nable than large object sizes. However, visuospatial receptive
fields and neural populations with monotonically changing re-
sponses to object size (which we do not examine here, and may
carry very different information) may also contribute to object size
perception. Furthermore, neural populations with broader tuning
functions do not necessarily hold less-detailed information (16).
Fourth, presentation of objects far from the preferred size

suppresses object size-tuned responses below baseline. Such sur-
round suppression is common in visuospatial responses (12). Al-
though we find no similar surround suppression for numerosity-
tuned responses, we interpret this distinction with caution. The
presented numerosities did not cover the entire tuning function, so
responses to larger numerosities may reveal suppressive sur-
rounds. However, macaque studies have covered narrower single-
neuron numerosity tuning functions more completely without
finding surround suppression (15).
Fifth, object size maps were similar in posterior parietal areas of

both hemispheres. On the other hand, numerosity maps were far
less clear in the left than right hemisphere. However, we did find
some left hemisphere numerosity map organization, and numerosity
preferences here were also correlated with object size prefer-
ences. As such, we find no evidence of lateralization of object size

processing but evidence of partial lateralization of numerosity pro-
cessing, as reported previously (17). However, given the relatively
small numbers of subjects tested in these studies and the few left-
handed subjects tested [one in this study, two in our previous study
(9)], this lateralization of numerosity processing may not generalize
to the entire population.
Finally, object size and numerosity preferences were correlated

where they overlapped. However, the two maps are not coexten-
sive and preferences often changed in different directions along
the cortical surface, so these maps are distinct structures.
These differences suggest that distinct mechanisms produce

object size- and numerosity-tuned responses. They also demon-
strate that the properties of tuning and organization we describe
do not result from our methods: Very similar methods can
produce different results from different neural populations.

Generalization Across Quantities. We find overlapping maps of ob-
ject size and numerosity, with correlated response preferences
across recording sites. Macaque recordings reveal neurons tuned
for numerosity only, line length only, or both quantities together in
parietal cortex (8, 18). Although we examine tuning for object size
rather than line length, similar mechanisms are likely to be in-
volved here. Although neurons tuned for numerosity and line
length do not show correlated preferences, only 14 such neurons
were recorded (8, 18). We use 35–145 recording sites per
hemisphere, giving far greater statistical power. We do not show
whether the same neurons or nearby neurons have correlated
object size and numerosity preferences. It is not necessary for the
same neurons to process both quantities for their representations
to interact.
Associated object size and numerosity representations are evi-

dent in perception. Participants cannot independently choose larger
or more numerous objects when objects vary in both dimensions
(6): Larger objects are seen as more numerous and vice versa.
Object size and numerosity represent different aspects of

quantity. Grouping these neural representations may allow cog-
nitive processing to link different aspects of quantity and gener-
alize subsequent quantity processing (5). In that sense, object size
and numerosity maps may be considered subdivisions of a general
nonsymbolic quantity representation (5, 9). Other quantities may
have similarly organized and linked neural representations.

Mechanisms and Models of Quantity Tuning. Several mechanisms
might produce responses like those we report. Here we examine
possible interpretations of our findings.
Could tuning for both object size and numerosity reflect tun-

ing to a single feature that covaries with both quantities? For
example, the area surrounding the dot patterns (the convex hull)
increases with object size and often, although not always, in-
creases with numerosity, so could tuning for both features reflect
tuning for the convex hull extent or the attentional window
needed to attend the stimulus? This alternative hypothesis does
not fit our results: Our high-density numerosity stimulus condi-
tion groups objects in a dense pattern with a much smaller
convex hull yet gives very similar responses to less-dense patterns
(9). Similarly, object size changes with numerosity in some
numerosity stimuli, so could numerosity tuning and correlated
quantity preferences both reflect tuning for object size only?
Again, this does not fit our results: Numerosity tuning and maps
are found even where either individual object size or total object
size does not change with numerosity. Where object size does
change with numerosity, it decreases with increasing numerosity,
predicting negative correlations between numerosity and object
size preferences rather than the positive correlations observed.
Furthermore, the many differences in tuning and map organi-

zation suggest that different mechanisms are involved. The ratio of
object size and numerosity preferences also differs between
hemispheres (even in the same subject), whereas any relationship
between tuning and stimulus features would not. Therefore, tun-
ing for a single feature cannot explain both responses.
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We have previously shown that numerosity tuning is stable across
stimulus features but not completely invariant (9): Changing rela-
tionships between object size and numerosity influence numerosity
estimates. This led to the suggestion that numerosity-tuned re-
sponses might reflect tuning for a feature that covaries with
numerosity in our stimuli (10). We now show correlated object
size preferences at the same sites. Therefore, neural populations
preferring small numerosities and small sizes may respond more to
larger numbers of small objects than smaller numbers of large
objects. As such, effects of object size on numerosity estimates do
not reflect a covarying feature but rather related tuning prefer-
ences for both quantities in the same neural populations.
“Object size” might describe one of several specific features.

We do not find similar responses when varying display luminance
without changing object size (Fig. S2). We also show that tuning
for linear object size (radius, diameter, or circumference) pre-
dicts responses better than tuning for areal object size (area or
luminance). We do not distinguish tuning for diameter, radius,
circumference (which are directly proportional in the circles we
use), and spatial frequency. This distinction does not affect our
conclusions: All are measures of object size.
Could visuospatial tuning explain object size tuning? Early visual

neurons (and voxels) have spatially limited receptive fields and so
prefer particular stimulus sizes. However, we find many differences
between our object size preferences and visuospatial tuning of
earlier size-tuned responses. First, our stimuli present many objects
of the same size at different locations, evenly spread across the
same stimulus area. Second, most recording sites’ visuospatial
pRFs are outside our size and numerosity stimulus area. Third,
preferred object sizes are far smaller than pRF sizes at the same
sites. Last, pRF sizes do not correlate with preferred object sizes.
We also show that our maps do not reflect eccentricity changes

(or associated pRF size changes) across a visual field map. First,
pRF eccentricities are not correlated with preferred object sizes.
Second, object size maps do not share borders with IPS visual
field maps. Third, relative positions of object size maps and vi-
sual field maps differ between subjects and hemispheres.
Quantity-tuned and visuospatially tuned responses in the same

cortical area seem independent. This is in line with macaque results,

where about 80% of neurons in quantity-tuned areas show no
quantity tuning (8). So, independent intermingled representations of
quantity and visual space may exist. On the other hand, interactions
between quantity-tuned and visuospatially tuned responses may
underlie the cognitive spatial “number line” (5).
Several mechanisms have been proposed to derive numerosity

tuning from visuospatial responses (13, 19). We hypothesize that
object size tuning could be separated from visuospatial tuning
through mechanisms that associate similar receptive field sizes
across different visual field positions.
Recent studies show that the numerosity of enumerated pat-

terns affects visual short-term memory capacity, suggesting that
the numerosity representation guides attention spread between
multiple objects (20). This is in line with the parietal and frontal
locations of attention and numerosity processing. The object size
representation may similarly guide attention spread within single
objects. As visual stimuli attract attention, numerosity- and size-
tuned responses may reflect properties of the stimulus or the
spread of attention the stimulus generates. Because visual pro-
cessing guides attention and vice versa, attention may be an in-
herent component of higher-level visual feature representations.

Conclusions
Because object size and numerosity information help guide human
and animal behavior (1–3), straightforward mechanisms to derive
these metrics may be selectively advantageous. Extending topo-
graphic organization into quantity processing suggests that the
computational benefits of topographic wiring efficiency (9) apply
to both sensory and cognitive systems, providing common orga-
nizing principles. Linking cognitive representations in related
feature maps may support increasingly abstract cognition and
share processing resources between related cognitive concepts.
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